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Refreshing original funk-club music 11 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: House, URBAN/R&B: Funk Details:

Who Is ARCUS? Arcus - soon to be the new standard in live funk-based club music. The Music: Arcus

reshapes the familiar live band format with music that combines a tribal syncopation with a jazz/funk

sophistication. The unique result is a performance that integrates the energy of live music with the

experience of the DJ club scene. Arcus music is an urban blend of modern house, funk and soul. By

virtue of Arcus' connection to electronica and the DJ culture, Arcus' music can be measured in terms of

beats per minute (BPM) as well as song lengths. Arcus' album "Jokers Wild" ranges from 90 to 126 BPMs

with song lengths of 4 to 9 minutes. The separate LP progressive-house club re-mixes of "Upside Down"

and "Time" are based at 138 BPMs with short 4.5 minute demo versions and extended 9 minute DJ mix

versions. The Lyrics... Mostly metaphorical, the words of Arcus music express sensibilities of a global

nature. Arcus sets forth to embed meaningful themes into the rhythms of the simple groove (as illustrated

in the lyric transcriptions found within our independent and limited release of "Jokers Wild"). The Live

Band: ARCUS - the live band, consists of 4 core performers with a primary lineup of drums, bass,

keyboards and guitar (often accompanied by DJ/s, percussionists and backup vocals). Arcus

complements the DJ club scene with its original club music. During live performances, Arcus focuses on

club fidelity sound to provide the live performances and feel of the dance club. This act, of live players,

naturally engages the audience on multiple levels that record mixing, alone, doesn't. Stay tuned for the

next generation of Arcus music soon to be released on our next album. See our website for more details:

arcusmusic.com/
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